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Scope and content 

 

1836-1995 

3.5 m of textual and graphic records (20 boxes) 

 

Records documenting the lives of John Harris McPhedran, associate professor in the 

Faculty of Medicine, and members of his family, including his first wife, Florence 

Davidson, and their children, Isobel and Elizabeth, and his second wife, Marie Green 

Duncan, author of several books and a Governor-General's Award winner.   

 

Included is correspondence, diaries, and his autobiography which, in addition to 

personal and family matters, detail his activities during World War I and at the University 

of Toronto; certificates and diplomas, legal documents, memorabilia, notes, research 

files, interviews, manuscripts, radio scripts, photographs, glass-plate negatives, and 

postcards. 

 

Note: Most of the handwritten notes on family members and events and notes of 

identification on photoprints were made by Kittie-Marie Fells, Marie McPhedran's 

daughter. 

 

Access: Open 

 

Boxes: B1996-0016/001 - /018 

 B1996-0016/001P - /002P 
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Biographical note 

 

The individuals documented here are members of the Peter and Rebecca McPhedran 

family, especially their son, John Harris, his first wife, Florence Davidson, and their 

children, Isobel (“Muffie”) and Elizabeth, and Harris' second wife, Marie Green Duncan. 

 

Harris McPhedran was born in 1882 in Lambton County, Ontario, educated locally in 

Wanstead and Watford, and in 1901 entered the medical program at the University of 

Toronto where his uncle, Alexander McPhedran, was a professor.  He graduated with 

an MB in 1905 and from 1907 was associated both with the Faculty of Medicine and St. 

Michael's Hospital.  He was renown both as a teacher and a physician, and in 1947 

retired from academic work to devote himself to private practice. 

 

One of the original members of the No. 4 Canadian General Hospital, he went overseas 

in 1915 with the Canadian Army Medical Corps and served at Salonika.  Later, after 

convalescing in Canada from a severe bout of malaria, he served at the CAMC 

headquarters and with the Ontario Military Hospital at Orpington, Kent.  In January 1918 

he was appointed as Officer-in-Charge of Medicine at No. 13 Canadian Military 

Hospital at Hastings and later at the Canadian General Hospital at Eastbourne.  During 

World War II, he chaired, first, the Military Advisory Committee of the Ontario Medical 

Association and then the Procurement and Assignment Board. 

 

Professionally he was an active in and elected president of the Toronto Academy of 

Medicine (1931), the Ontario Medical Association (1941), and the Canadian Medical 

Association (1944).  Of the last body he served as a member of its executive committee 

from 1947-1952, as chair of the council, and then as chair of the committee on 

economics.  He was a Canadian representative at the first Commonwealth Medical 

Conference in Saskatoon in 1949, and at the second in Brisbane, Australia in 1950.  In 

1951 he visited Britain and reported fully on its national health scheme.  In 1947 he was 

elected to the council of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, and in 

1953 as its president, chair of the executive committee, and its representative to the 

Senate of the University of Toronto.  In 1956, he resigned to become registrar-general of 

the College, retiring in 1960 due to ill-health.  He then was appointed as consultant to 

the College until his death on 19 August 1963. 

 

In 1908 Dr. McPhedran married Florence Davidson, who joined him in England during 

World War I with their two young daughters, Isobel Catherine (known to all as "Muffie") 

who was born in 1909, and Elizabeth Alexandra, born in 1911.  Florence was determined 

to be a war correspondent, and even lobbied Prime Minister Borden to ensure that she 

could go to France.  The authorities relented and reports from her trip in December 1917 
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were forwarded to the Toronto Star.  She seriously impaired her husband's chances for 

advancement by complaining to authorities about the treatment of troops at the Front. 

 

After the War, the family settled again in Toronto, where Florence was involved in 

volunteer work.  She died of a brain tumour in 1934. Muffie and Elizabeth were 

introduced to society, but the former left for New York in 1935 to study for a career on 

the concert stage. A year later she married Richard Dyer-Bennet and moved to 

California.  Her marriage did not last and she returned to New York where she remained 

until her death in 1955. In 1941 Elizabeth married Omond Solandt, first chair of the 

Defence Research Board. She died in 1971. 

 

In 1936 Harris McPhedran married again, to Marie Willard Green. She was born in Sault 

Ste. Marie in 1900 and had attended University College for the academic year 1921-

1922, before leaving for Normal School to help put her brothers through university. In 

1927 she married Gordon George Duncan, captain of the Varsity intercollegiate 

football champion team in 1921 and a 1923 graduate in mining engineering. In the 

latter year he was appointed field engineer for the Mining Corporation of Canada in 

the new mining town of Flin Flon, Manitoba. At the time of his marriage, he was in 

charge of exploration work for the Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Company. Marie 

was one of the first women to live there, and it was her experiences during these happy 

years that she drew on in writing her first book, Golden North. About 1928 Gordon made 

the first aerial flight into Bathurst Inlet.  In 1929 he became director of field operations for 

the Northern Aerial Mining Exploration Company.  He died in April 1932.  Having lost one 

kidney from a football injury, he succumbed when the other became tubercular.  He 

was survived by his wife and a daughter, Kittie-Marie. 

 

By the time she married Harris, Marie was already writing short stories and had recently 

had published one about her experiences in the north.  Over the next decade she 

wrote a large number of short stories for children, for which she had difficulty finding 

publishers.  Her breakthrough came with her first novel, Golden North, the runner-up for 

the 1948 Governor-General's Award for juvenile fiction.  Other books followed, including 

Cargoes on the Great Lakes, for which she won the 1952 Governor-General's Award. 

Later she began work on a biography of Jeanne Mance, but never completed it. She 

died on 1 September 1974. 
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Sous-fonds 1: Harris and Florence McPhedran 

1836-1963 

2.3 m of textual and graphic records 

 

This sous-fonds documents the activities of Harris McPhedran, the members of his family, 

of his first wife, Florence, and their children, Isobel (Muffie) and Elizabeth.  Included also 

is correspondence received by him from his second wife, Marie, and his step-daughter, 

Kittie-Marie. 

 

Included are indentures, biographical information, memorabilia, certificates and 

diplomas, correspondence, diaries, notebooks, manuscripts, addresses, photoprints and 

photonegatives, postcards, and glass-plate negatives. 

 

Access: Open 

Boxes: B1996-0016/001 - /011 

 B1996-0016/018 (oversize files) 

 B1996-0016/001P - /002P (photographs) 

 

Series 1: Biographical and personal 

1836-1963 

0.77 m of textual records 

 

This series contains a variety of materials on the activities of the McPhedran family, the 

earliest being indentures for the sale of property (1836-1864). These are followed by files 

containing notes on the McPhedran family, genealogical charts, biographical 

information, astrological readings, memorabilia, and certificates. The files on Harris 

McPhedran's education contain certificates (1894-1905), receipts, some course notes 

from his medical programme, and Class of 1905 memorabilia.  These are followed by 

official documents, ration cards and memorabilia relating to Harris' military service 

during World War I, and his will (1963). The series ends with biographical material relating 

to and a death certificate of his first wife, Florence Davidson, and certificates relating to 

the education of his daughters, Isobel ("Muffie") and Elizabeth. 

 

Note: The indentures (file 01), some of Harris' (file 08) and Isobel and Elizabeth's (file 21) 

certificates and diplomas, and Harris' World War I memorabilia (file 15) are oversized 

and filed separately. 

 

Access: Open 

 

Boxes: B1996-0016/001(01) – (21) 

 B1996-0016/018 (oversize files)  
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Series 2: Diaries and notebooks 

1907-1995 

0.60 m of textual and graphic records 

At various times, especially during World War I and in his later years when he suffered 

chronically from insomnia, Harris McPhedran kept a diary. The diaries begin in 1908, the 

year he got married and the last entry is for 8 August 1963, just eleven days before he 

died. There are no diaries for 1910-1914 but, beginning in January 1915, he began to 

keep an increasingly detailed record of his activities. His entries for the war years 

averaged over 200 pages; these are complemented by his voluminous personal 

correspondence to his wife. After the war, his output slowly declined but the diaries 

nevertheless provide insights into the politics in the Faculty of Medicine at the University 

of Toronto and its relationship to President Falconer, and an assessment of the 

significance of the discovery of insulin. 

Except for a few entries on Florence's death in 1934, there are no diaries from June 1924 

to 1949. In the latter year he went to Saskatoon as a Canadian representative to the 

first Commonwealth Medical Conference. In 1950, with Dr. T. C. Routley, he attended 

the next conference in Brisbane, Australia. He wrote a detailed account of the first 

conference and kept a diary of the second conference. His diaries begin again in April 

1950 and continue uninterrupted until December 1961. Because of his deteriorating 

health, there were no further entries until December 1962 and infrequent ones 

thereafter.  

The diaries are followed by a daily calendar for 1963 which contains a record of the 

medication that Dr. McPhedran was taking. The series ends with three notebooks on 

medical patients compiled by Dr. McPhedran in 1907, 1908, and in 1920, the last also 

with additional miscellaneous notes. A fourth notebook contains a list of Dr. 

McPhedran's patients, and the fees charged for the calendar year 1923. 

Between 1989 and 1995 Kittie-Marie Fells made partial transcripts, with annotations, of 

diary entries for 1908, January 1915 and for a few days in 1955, and notes on Banting to 

accompany the 1923 diary. These are filed with the appropriate volumes. 

Access: Open 

Boxes Date range 

B1996-0016/001(22) – (27) 1908-1917 

B1996-0016/002(01) – (09) 1917-1953 

B1996-0016/003(01) – (06) 1954-1956 

B1996-0016/004(01) – (07) 1957-1960 

B1996-0016/005(01) – (09) 1960-1963, 1907-1923 

Note: Photograph removed 

from B1996-0016/001(24) and 

can be found in B1996-

0016/001P 
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Series 3: Correspondence 

1904-1963 

0.66 m of textual and graphic records 

The correspondence in this series documents the private and professional life of Harris 

McPhedran and of his first wife, Florence Davidson, the private lives of their siblings and 

other family members, their children ("Muffie" and Elizabeth) and of Harris's second wife, 

Marie Duncan Green. Marie's professional life is documented in Sous-fonds 2. 

This series is arranged around the two fairly distinct divisions of Harris McPhedran's life, 

that centred on his first wife, Florence, who died in 1934, and that relating to his life 

subsequently. The first division is dominated by Florence, initially the McPhedran family's 

reaction to Harris' engagement to her, then by the voluminous correspondence 

between them whenever they were apart. The letters written during World War I deal 

largely with personal and domestic issues, but also provide considerable information 

about Harris' medical activities and those of his fellow officers, including those 

seconded from the University of Toronto, and on Florence's successful campaign to 

become a war correspondent in France (her articles are in Series IV). The effect this had 

on Harris' career is revealed both in the correspondence and his autobiography (see 

Series IV). After the War, Florence continued to write to prime ministers on a variety of 

issues and in the early 1930s was still pushing the idea of being a correspondent. 

The McPhedran daughters were taught how to behave in society but not the practical 

aspects of managing their lives. The consequences form an important part of Harris' life 

after 1934, as revealed in his correspondence with Muffie, to whom he was particularly 

close, and in the letters received from Elizabeth following her marriage to Omond 

Solandt in 1941. 

The remaining correspondence documents Harris relationship with his second wife, 

Marie, with his siblings during their later years, and his professional life with Ontario 

Medical Association, the Canadian Medical Association and the College of Physicians 

and Surgeons of Ontario. The latter correspondence is particularly revealing on the 

debate over socialized medicine. 

The minor correspondents require some identification. Dr. Malcolm Cameron had been 

a classmate of Harris and was his best friend. Edith Rehman and Violet Shaw, former 

students of Dr. McPhedran, wrote him from Peking, China where they were teaching in 

language schools. Percy (who died in 1919) and Mrs. Batt were two of Dr. McPhedran's 

earliest patients. Peregrine, Lord St. Andries and his sisters were old friends of Harris and 

Marie. 

Access: Open 

Boxes: B1996-0016/006 - /010(10) 

For further details, see file listing in Appendix. 
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Series 4: Manuscripts, publications, and addresses 

1913-1954 

0.14 m of textual records 

 

In 1948 Harris McPhedran began to record his life on paper, a project he continued to 

January 1950. His "autobiography" was subsequently typed up, in part, by his step-

daughter, Kitty-Marie. It takes his life up to shortly after the end of World War I. For the 

latter period, Harris relied heavily on his correspondence and his diaries. His manuscript 

is especially useful for the assessment he provides of each of his fellow officers in the 

Canadian Army Medical Corps, including fellow faculty members from the University of 

Toronto such as J. J. R. McLeod and Duncan Graham. It also covers the great influenza 

epidemic of 1918-1919. Harris' autobiography is contained in the first four folders in this 

series.  

 

Dr. McPhedran's output of professional writings was not large, about twenty articles over 

thirty years, beginning in 1913 and published largely in the St. Michael's Hospital Medical 

Bulletin and the Canadian Medical Association Journal. A single file contains a list of his 

publications, a draft of his first article, and offprints of several subsequent ones. It is 

followed by a file of three addresses delivered in 1925, 1931 and 1954, the last two 

being presidential addresses to the Academy of Medicine and the College of 

Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario respectively. 

 

During World War I, Florence McPhedran was allowed, after much lobbying, to go to 

France as a war correspondent. A series of her articles were published in the Toronto 

Star, drafts of ten of which are preserved here. Six of these were written while she was 

on the continent in December 1917, and submitted under the heading, "Somewhere in 

France". Limited in where she could go and what she could see, the stories document 

lesser-known topics such as the "Woman's motor ambulance convoy", "the hospital for 

the lesser heroes of the War--the horses", and the "Wounded and Missing" which 

described the work of those who wrote letters of comfort to families back home. 

 

These are followed by the draft of a short piece on Florence, written after the War by an 

unknown hand, and entitled "Florence, a story".  

 

Next are three pieces by Muffie -- two short stories, "The new fairy book" (September 

1918), and one written for her father as a Christmas present (1918?), and a school essay 

written when she was in Form I (in England?) -- and a short story, "The story of the fairy 

cat", written by Elizabeth in Eastbourne in 1917. 
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The last item in this series is the script for a play, "Judas", written by A. E. Johnson of the 

Agricultural College in Winnipeg (undated), an old friend of the McPhedran’s who later 

taught at Syracuse University. 

 

Access: Open 

 

Boxes Date range 

B1996-0016/010(11) – (14) 1948-1950 

B1996-0016/011(01) – (18) 1913-1954 

 

 

Series 5: Graphic records 

1909-[195-] 

0.13 m 

 

Boxes Description Date range 

B1996-0016/001P Family photoprints, including snapshots and 

professional portraits documenting their family 

life, travels and holidays, 1906-[195-] including a 

trip to the Canadian east coast inluding, Nova 

Scotia, Newfoundland and Cape Breton. ca. 

1910. There are also postcard documenting this 

trip. 

 

Photographs removed from other series 

including additional family photographs and 

images documenting Harris McPhedran's work 

and travels. 

[191-]-[195-] 

B1996-0016/002P Glass-plate and film negatives relating to family 

photos found in box /001P 

[ca. 1906-1949] 

 

 

Access: Restricted access to, and use of negatives. Contact archives for further 

information. 
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Sous-fonds 2: Marie Green Duncan McPhedran 

1936-[198-] 

0.82 m of textual and graphic records 

 

This sous-fonds consists biographical information about and the personal 

correspondence and a diary of Marie Duncan Green, the second wife of Harris 

McPhedran; correspondence and research notes relating to and drafts of her short 

stories and books for children, for one of which she was awarded the Governor-

General's Award for juvenile fiction, along with reviews of her books and addresses 

relating to them and her writing in general; and radio scripts with covering 

correspondence. 

 

Access: Open 

Boxes: B1996-0016/012 – /017 

 

 

Series 1: Personal notes and correspondence 

1930-1973 

0.07 m of textual records 

 

This series begins with a file of biographical notes and correspondence, followed by a 

diary that Marie kept of the first leg of Harris round-the-world trip in 1950, when she 

accompanied him to England and Paris. There is a file of letters from Harris to Marie 

(1936-1962) and other correspondence relating to family and estate matters, including 

letters of condolence received by Marie on the death of her husband in 1963. Other 

correspondents include two of Marie's friends, Norah Michener and Ethel Wilson. There is 

also correspondence of a professional nature with, amongst others, the Canadian 

Authors Association and Southam Press. 

 

Access: Open 

Boxes: B1996-0016/012(01) – (15) 
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Series 2: Manuscripts and publications 

1933-1971 

0.72 m of textual and graphic records 

 

This series contains the correspondence regarding and drafts of stories and books, 

largely relating to children, that Marie McPhedran wrote over thirty-five years. Most of 

her short stories were never published, but three books appeared between 1948 and 

1953. Also included are public addresses related to her writing, radio scripts, and an 

account of a trip to Russia in 1958 by Ian McLaren, god-father to Marie's son, John Harris 

McPhedran. 

 

The correspondence with publishers underlines the difficulties that Canadian writers, 

especially women, then had in getting their material into print. With children's literature, 

the problems were even greater. Marie McPhedran's books sold well and she was 

fortunate to have a supportive editor in John Gray at Macmillan's. Even so, she spent 

much time and effort in lining up publishers and could not find any for most of her short 

stories.  

 

Her published books -- Golden North, David and the White Cat, and Cargoes on the 

Great Lakes -- are all represented here. The first was the runner-up for the Governor-

General's Award for juvenile fiction for 1948 and the last won it four years later. Golden 

North, in particular, sold well in Britain (where it was placed on the school curriculum) 

and the United States, as well as in Canada. 

 

Two projects she never completed. One was a book, Adventure in Canada (1948-

1949), for the publisher Julian Messner in New York, possibly because the latter lost 

interest. Her last major writing project was a biography of Jeanne Mance, which 

eventually defeated her. Her correspondence, research notes, and drafts of the 

uncompleted manuscript have survived. The research files contain notes, partial drafts, 

and outlines. They were numbered by Marie McPhedran consecutively from #1 to #50 

(there are no numbered files 4-10, 16-19, 23-26, 37-38, 41-49). The order that she 

established for these and other files relating to the writing of this book has been 

maintained. 

 

Marie McPhedran was much in demand as a public speaker, beginning with the 

success of Golden North. Her public addresses relating to her books and writing in 

general, and her fan mail, are interfiled with the appropriate book titles. 

 

The series concludes with scripts for a proposed programme for CBC Radio that she 

wrote in the 1940s but which were never broadcast. 
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Note: B1996-0016/012(21) – (36) and B1996-0006/013(01) contain unpublished 

manuscripts. 

 

Arrangement: The arrangement in this series is generally chronological and by title. 

 

Access: Open 

 

Boxes: B1996-0016/012(16) – /017 

 

For further details, see file listing in Appendix. 
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Appendix – File listings 

 

Sous-fonds 1: Harris and Florence McPhedran, Series 3: Correspondence 

 

File number File title Date range 

B1996-0016/006(01) McPhedran, Harris. References for medical 

position 

1905 

B1996-0016/006(02) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from parents 1904-1934 

B1996-0016/006(03) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from sister, Mary 1916-1930 

B1996-0016/006(04) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence 

between Harris and Dr. William Reid re 

Mary 

1925-1926 

B1996-0016/006(05) McPhedran, Mary. Letters to Florence 

McPhedran and Alice Gormley 

1916, 1925 

B1996-0016/006(06) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from brother, 

Roy 

1905-1931 

B1996-0016/006(07) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from relatives 1907 

B1996-0016/006(08) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from in-laws re 

engagement and marriage 

1905-1908 

B1996-0016/006(09) Marriage certificate, Harris McPhedran and 

Florence Davidson, 30 September 1908 

1909 

B1996-0016/006(10) Correspondence between Harris and 

Florence (fragments of letters) 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/006(11) Correspondence between Harris and 

Florence 

1907-1913 

B1996-0016/006(12)-(16) Correspondence between Harris and 

Florence, June, 1915 - February, 1916. File 

12 contains a poem, "Weapons", by A. E.  

Johnson 

1915-1916 

B1996-0016/006(17) McPhedran, Harris. Postcards to daughters 1915 

B1996-0016/007(01)-(11) Correspondence between Harris and 

Florence, 1916-1922, 1924, 1925, 1927-1929, 

1931, 1933 [photos removed from folder 05 

to B1996-0016/001P] 

1916-1933 

B1996-0016/008(01) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from colleagues 

and others on military matters 

1918 

B1996-0016/008(02) McPhedran, Harris and Florence. Letters to 

Mrs. Percy Batt 

1910-1919 

B1996-0016/008(03) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from Dr. Malcolm 

Cameron, 1918, 1949, 1954 

1918-1954 
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File number File title Date range 

B1996-0016/008(04) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from Edith 

Rehman, Peking [photos removed to 

B1996-0016/001P] 

1930-1931 

B1996-0016/008(05) McPhedran, Harris. Letters from Violet 

Shaw, Peking 

1923 

B1996-0016/008(06) "McPhedran, Harris. Letters of condolence 

received on the death of his wife, Florence, 

and registration of death certificate 

" 

B1996-0016/008(07) McPhedran, Florence. Letters from siblings 

and cousins 

1915-1930 

B1996-0016/008(08) McPhedran, Florence. Letters from friends 

and officials re her activities during World 

War I 

1915-1919 

B1996-0016/008(09) McPhedran, Florence. Correspondence 

regarding her campaign to become a war 

correspondent in France 

1916-1918 

B1996-0016/008(10) McPhedran, Florence. Correspondence 

with Canadian politicians 

1919-1932 

B1996-0016/008(11) McPhedran, Florence. Letters from friends 

and regarding proposed writing projects 

1927-1933 

B1996-0016/008(12) Letters from Florence McPhedran to her 

daughters, Isobel (Muffie) and Elizabeth 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/008(13) McPhedran, Muffie. Letters to her parents 1913-1918 

B1996-0016/008(14) McPhedran, Muffie. Letter from Lloyd 

George 

1917 

B1996-0016/008(15) Letters from Muffie and Elizabeth to their 

relatives 

1917-1920 

B1996-0016/008(16) McPhedran, Muffie. Correspondence with 

her parents 

1919-1934 

B1996-0016/008(17) McPhedran, Muffie. Letters to her father 1935-1955 

B1996-0016/009(01) McPhedran, Muffie. Letters received from 

her father 

1936, 1947-

1954 

B1996-0016/009(02) McPhedran, Muffie. File on her involvement 

in anti-McCarthyite activities in New York 

City; letters of application for employment 

there 

1955 

B1996-0016/009(03) McPhedran, Muffie. Letters of condolence 

received by Harris McPhedran on her 

death 

1955 
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File number File title Date range 

B1996-0016/009(04) McPhedran, Muffie. Correspondence 

between Harris McPhedran and legal and 

medical officials regarding her death 

1955-1957 

B1996-0016/009(05) McPhedran, Elizabeth. Correspondence 

with her parents 

1913-1931 

B1996-0016/009(06) McPhedran, Elizabeth. Letters from friends 1921-1936 

B1996-0016/009(07) McPhedran, Elizabeth. Letters to her father 

and Marie [photos removed to B1996-

0016/001P] 

1936-1963 

B1996-0016/009(08) Solandt, Omond. Correspondence with 

Harris and Marie McPhedran and Kittie-

Marie Fells [photos removed to B1996-

0016/001P] 

1955-1977 

B1996-0016/009(09) Solandt, Andrew and Sigrid. Letters to their 

McPhedran grandparents [photos 

removed to B1996-0016/001P] 

1955-1963 

B1996-0016/009(10) Letters from Marie to Harris McPhedran 1949-1961 

B1996-0016/009(11) Correspondence between Kittie-Marie, her 

mother and her step-father 

1950-1958 

B1996-0016/009(12) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence 

regarding his world trip [photo removed to 

B1996-0016/001P] 

1950 

B1996-0016/009(13) McPhedran, Harris and Marie. Letters 

received from Bruce McPhedran (Harris' 

brother) and family 

1945-1962 

B1996-0016/009(14) McPhedran, Harris and Marie. Letters 

received from Mary McPhedran (Harris' 

sister) 

1954-1962 

B1996-0016/009(15) McPhedran, Harris and Marie. Letters 

received from other relatives 

1947-1961 

B1996-0016/010(01) McPhedran, Harris and Marie. Letters 

received from friends 

1949-1962 

B1996-0016/010(02) McPhedran, Harris and Marie. Letters from 

Peregrine, Lord St. Andries and his sisters, 

Audrey and Maudie 

1951-1963 

B1996-0016/010(03) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence re 

professional medical issues 

1958-1962 

B1996-0016/010(04) McPhedran, Harris. Selected "office" 

correspondence 

1937-1956 
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B1996-0016/010(05) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence re his 

inauguration as president of the Canadian 

Medical Association 

1944 

B1996-0016/010(06) McPhedran, Harris. Canadian Medical 

Association correspondence [photos 

removed to B1996-0016/001P] 

1954-1960 

B1996-0016/010(07) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence in his 

capacity as registrar-treasurer of the 

College of Physicians and Surgeons of 

Ontario [oversized material removed to 

B1996-0016/018] 

1955-1960 

B1996-0016/010(08) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence re his 

appointment, on his retirement, as 

consultant to the College of Physicians and 

Surgeons of Ontario 

1960-1962 

B1996-0016/010(09) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence re 

Ontario Medical Association, 1942, 1957-

1962 

1942-1962 

B1996-0016/010(10) McPhedran, Harris. Correspondence and 

notes during last illness 

1962-1963 

 

 

Sous-fonds 2: Marie McPhedran, Series 2: Manuscripts and publications 

 

File number File title Date range 

B1996-0016/012(16) Correspondence with publishers regarding 

rejected manuscripts 

1933-1934 

B1996-0016/012(17) Correspondence with publishers regarding 

rejected manuscripts 

1942-1952 

B1996-0016/012(18) Correspondence with American agents 

and publishers 

1942-1952 

B1996-0016/012(19) Correspondence with Harper & Bros., New 

York 

1947-1949 

B1996-0016/012(20) Correspondence with Oxford University 

Press re short stories  

1942-1947 

B1996-0016/012(21) "The growth of the psychological novel" 

typescript, with covering letter of 1940 

1940 

B1996-0016/012(22) "Around the home" typescript 1946 

B1996-0016/012(23) "Alexander and his adventures on the stairs" 

typescript 

1946 
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B1996-0016/012(24) "Soo" typescript 1946 

B1996-0016/012(25) "Tony's new homeland" typescript (first two 

chapters) 

1946 

B1996-0016/012(26) "The escape of the brown bear" typescript 1948 

B1996-0016/012(27) "Ballet scenes for 'The White Cat in the 

Garden'" typescript 

1948 

B1996-0016/012(28) Short stories from "The Wimbles" and 

"David's Garden" series submitted to 

Longman's Green, June 28, 1948, typescript 

1948 

B1996-0016/012(29) "The day of the death notice" typescript, 

correspondence; "The one who drops in 

sometimes" typescript 

1955-1956 

B1996-0016/012(30) "The flowers" typescript, correspondence [195-] 

B1996-0016/012(31) "A forest daffodil" typescript n.d. 

B1996-0016/012(32) "Guest sallin'" typescript n.d. 

B1996-0016/012(33) "The muff" typescript, correspondence 1954-1955 

B1996-0016/012(34) "Journey into a warm climate" (with partial 

manuscript of "The muff" au verso) 

manuscript and typescript 

[195-] 

B1996-0016/012(35) "Journey south" manuscript [195-] 

B1996-0016/012(36) Untitled manuscript on Virginia Woolf n.d. 

B1996-0016/012(37) Correspondence re "Vignettes of mining 

country", published in Gold, 1935 

1934-1936 

B1996-0016/013(01) Adventure in Canada. Outlines, notes, 

drafts of chapter 1, correspondence 

1948-1949 

B1996-0016/013(02) Golden North. Research enquiries and 

correspondence with Macmillan of 

Canada 

1944-1949 

B1996-0016/013(03) Golden North. Correspondence with 

Oxford University Press (Toronto) and 

McIntosh & Otis (New York) 

1944-1947 

B1996-0016/013(04) Search (later Golden North). typescript n.d. 

B1996-0016/013(05)-(06) Golden North. Editor's copy, 

correspondence 

1948 

B1996-0016/013(07) Golden North. Reviews and 

correspondence 

1948-1953 

B1996-0016/013(08) Golden North. Public addresses by Marie 

McPhedran regarding this book and writing 

in general 

1949-1952 

B1996-0016/013(09) Golden North. Fan mail 1967-1971 
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B1996-0016/013(10) Golden North. Correspondence with 

Macmillan re 1966 reprint 

1966 

B1996-0016/013(11) Golden North. Toronto: Macmillan, 1948. 

4th reprint 

1966 

B1996-0016/014(01) David and the White Cat. Correspondence 

with publishers 

1949-1958 

B1996-0016/014(02) David and the White Cat. New York: 

Alladin Books 

1950 

B1996-0016/014(03) David and the White Cat. Fan mail 1959 

B1996-0016/014(04) Correspondence with American publishers 

re short stories and books 

1946-1953 

B1996-0016/014(05) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence regarding research 

1946-1953 

B1996-0016/014(06) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence with husband and son re 

trip down the Great Lakes to research book 

[photos removed to B1996-0016/001P] 

1949 

B1996-0016/014(07) Correspondence with Dorothy Ivens, 

especially regarding Cargoes, with three 

sketches for the book which she illustrated 

1947-1954 

B1996-0016/014(08) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence and contract with 

Macmillan of Canada (Canadian 

publisher) 

1948-1954 

B1996-0016/014(09) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence and contract with Bobbs-

Merrill (American publisher) 

1951-1952 

B1996-0016/014(10) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence and contract with Bobbs-

Merrill (American publisher) 

1953-1955, 

1958 

B1996-0016/014(11) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence with George Harrap 

(British publisher) 

1953-1955 

B1996-0016/014(12) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. manuscript 

for "Dames on deck" (not used) 

[194-] 

B1996-0016/014(13) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. Working copy  

B1996-0016/015(01) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. typescript -- 

revised 

[195-] 

B1996-0016/015(02) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. typescript -- 

John Gray's copy 

[1952?] 
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B1996-0016/015(03) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. Toronto: 

Macmillan, 1952. 1956 printing 

1956 

B1996-0016/015(04) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. Author's file -- 

publicity and reviews [photos removed to 

B1996-0016/001P] 

1952-1956 

B1996-0016/015(05) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence with George Harrap and 

Macmillan 

1954-1959 

B1996-0016/015(06) Letters of congratulation from friends on 

winning the Governor-General's award for 

juvenile fiction for Cargoes  

1953 

B1996-0016/015(07) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. 

Correspondence from others re Governor-

General's award 

1952-1955 

B1996-0016/015(08) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. Miscellaneous 

correspondence 

1952-1955 

B1996-0016/015(09) Public addresses by Marie McPhedran, 

primarily on Cargoes 

1952-1955 

B1996-0016/015(10) Address, primarily on Cargoes, to the 

Ontario Library Association, 28 October 

1953, with correspondence 

1953 

B1996-0016/015(11) Addresses on Cargoes, Lucknow, Ontario, 6 

November 1953 

1953 

B1996-0016/015(12) Cargoes on the Great Lakes. George Fell's 

notes for possible revised edition 

1971-1972 

B1996-0016/015(13) Fells, Kittie-Marie. Correspondence with 

Macmillan re Marie McPhedran's books  

1973 

B1996-0016/015(14) Jeanne Mance. Correspondence 

regarding sources and the progress of 

writing the book. 

1956-1958 

B1996-0016/015(15) Jeanne Mance. Correspondence with 

Macmillan Co. 

1956-1966 

B1996-0016/015(16) Jeanne Mance. Correspondence between 

Kittie-Marie and George Fells and various 

publishers re possible publication of the 

book 

1972-1974 

B1996-0016/015(17) Jeanne Mance. Application for Centennial 

Commission scholarship 

1965-1966 

B1996-0016/015(18)-(38) Jeanne Mance. Research notes -- files #1A-

30B 

1955-1959 
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B1996-0016/016(01)-(09) Jeanne Mance. Research notes -- files #31-

50 

1957-1965 

B1996-0016/016(10) Jeanne Mance. Outline for 1654-58 n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(11) Jeanne Mance. Notes for future chapters n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(12) Jeanne Mance. Notes for chapters 13-14? n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(13) Jeanne Mance. Plan of chapter 16; 

miscellaneous notes 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(14) Jeanne Mance. Early draft of chapter 4 n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(15) Jeanne Mance. Early draft, chapters 1-5 n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(16) Jeanne Mance. Typed draft of chapters 1-

7, with covering letter 

1959 

B1996-0016/016(17) Jeanne Mance. Typed draft of chapters 1-

7, for rewrite, November 1962 

1962 

B1996-0016/016(18) Jeanne Mance. Typescript and discards for 

chapter 8, with notes and covering letter 

1964-1965 

B1996-0016/016(19) Jeanne Mance. Typed draft of chapter 9 n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(20) Jeanne Mance. Rough notes for chapter 

13, 9 January 1943 (?); other notes and 

pages from draft 

1943 

B1996-0016/016(21) Jeanne Mance. Notes for chapter 13 

(Sillery)  

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(22) The Story of Jeanne Mance. Typescript 

chapters 1-14, 80 p. 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(23) Jeanne Mance. Notes for chapter 16 n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(24) Jeanne Mance. Manuscript for chapter 19 1964-1969 

B1996-0016/016(25) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 26, editing notes 1958 

B1996-0016/016(26) Jeanne Mance. Chapters 25 and 26 -- 

inserts 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(27) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 27, rough copy 

(pp. 151-156) 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(28) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 28, working file n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(29) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 28, manuscript re 

Queylus, reminders and corrections 

[ca. 1967] 

B1996-0016/016(30) Jeanne Mance. Notes for last chapters n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(31) Jeanne Mance. Epilogue n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(32) Jeanne Mance. Illustrations  n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(33) Jeanne Mance. Notes for chapter 5 n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(34) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 6 -- notes on De 

Bullion, Renty, Marie Rousseau 

n.d. 
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B1996-0016/016(35) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 5 and 6 -- Renty 

themes. July 1968 

1968 

B1996-0016/016(36) Jeanne Mance. Chapter 6 -- "thinking" 

notes 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(37) Jeanne Mance. New material, Lanctot, for 

revised editing, January 1966 

1966 

B1996-0016/016(38) Jeanne Mance. Notes on Montreal 1966-1967 

B1996-0016/016(39) Jeanne Mance. Jeanne's character, 

revision 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(40) Jeanne Mance. Change of themes for 

editing whole book 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(41) Jeanne Mance. Reminder to check in 

manuscript for corrections 

n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(42) Jeanne Mance. Typescript, 185 p. n.d. 

B1996-0016/016(43) Jeanne Mance.  Sources consulted that 

were not retained by the University 

Archives 

1921-1964 

B1996-0016/016(44) Jeanne Mance. Annotated sources -- 

Atherton, William Henry. The saintly life of 

Jeanne Mance, first lay nurse in North 

America, 1945 (pamphlet); Catalogue of 

the Chateau de Ramezay Museum and 

Portrait Gallery. Montreal, 1956 

1945, 1956 

B1996-0016/016(45) Charron, Yvon. Mother Bourgeoys (1620-

1700). Beauchemin, 1950 

1950 

B1996-0016/017(01) Hurteau, Laure. Jeanne Mance, la 

premiere dame de Ville-Marie (1606-1673), 

1963 (pamphlet); Langres, 1965 

(pamphlet); MacDermot, H. E. Jeanne 

Mance. Reprint from Canadian Medical 

Association Journal, 57 (1947), 67-73; Notre 

Dame Museum illustrated catalogue no. 

244. Montreal: 9th ed., 1953 

1947-1965 

B1996-0016/017(02) Radio scripts. "Children, Are You Ready?" 

series for CBC radio. Correspondence, 

1942-1944; note by Kittie-Marie Fells, n.d.  

1942-1944 

B1996-0016/017(03) Radio scripts. "Children, Are You Ready?" 

series for CBC radio. Carbons of scripts 

1943 

B1996-0016/017(04) Radio scripts. "Children, Are You Ready?" 

series for CBC radio. Typescripts 

1943 
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B1996-0016/017(05) Radio scripts. "Children, Are You Ready?" 

series for CBC radio. Original music by 

Barbara Pentland for first program, "The 

white cat in the rain" 

1943 

B1996-0016/017(06) McLaren, Ian. "Trip to Russia" mimeograph, 

12 p. 

1958 
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